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a b s t r a c t
Hanen and Munier-Kordon [C. Hanen, A. Munier Kordon, Periodic schedules for linear
precedence constraints, Discrete Applied Mathematics 157 (2) (2009) 280–291] have
considered a problem of scheduling periodic tasks each of which has to be repeated with
its own period. They have developed a weakly polynomial algorithm for a particular class
of linear precedence graphs called unitary graphs, which generalizes the usual not-earlier
precedence relations between the tasks. The purpose of this note is two-fold. First, we
suggest a further generalization of the unitary relations that extends the usual not-later
precedence relations; as a result, the arc lengths and heights in the underlying graph may
be negative. Second, we show that, as soon as the arc heights in the graph are computed,
an optimum periodic schedule can be found in strongly polynomial time.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction. The Hanen & Munier-Kordon model
Hanen andMunier-Kordon [1] have considered the following periodic scheduling problem. A set of n tasks F = {1, . . . , n}
is repeated infinitely many times; ⟨i, k⟩ is used to denote the kth occurrence of task i ∈ F and t(⟨i, k⟩) its starting time. The
tasks are partially ordered by a set of precedence relations A = {as = (b(as), e(as)): b(as), e(as) ∈ F , s = 1, . . . ,m}. The
set of tasks F and their precedence relations A are represented by an oriented multi-graph G = (F , A), in which each node
corresponds to a task, and each arc a leads from a beginning node b(a) to an ending node e(a). Each arc a = (b(a), e(a)) ∈ A
is labeled by five integer numbers (la, pa, pa′, qa, qa′), which imply that the processing time (also called the length) of task
b(a) is la, and that there are an infinite number of usual precedence relations defined as follows:
For all k = 1, 2, . . . ,
t(⟨e(a), pa′ · k+ qa′⟩) ≥ t(⟨b(a), pa · k+ qa⟩)+ la. (1)
Inequalities (1) mean that each (pa′ · k+ qa′)-th repetition of a task e(a) cannot start earlier than la units of time after the
(pa · k + qa)-th repetition of a task b(a) starts. Relations (1) for all a ∈ A are called the linear precedence constraints, which
for the case of p = p′ = 1 are known as the uniform precedence constraints, describing the usual PERT/CPM-type not-earlier
precedence relations in periodic graphs. The tasks are assumed to be repeated periodically, each task i having its own period
wi. The problem is to find the minimum periods for all tasks in this periodic infinite process.
The problem has been solved in [1] on the so-called unitary graphs. A graph G is called unitary if it is strongly connected
and every circuit c in G has a weight Π(c) = 1. Recall that the weight Π(µ) of a path µ is defined as the product of the
weights of its arcs, where the weight of an arc a is pa′/pa. The unitary graphs have been introduced by Munier [8].
The following definitions and notations have been introduced and exploited in [1]. Let ρi denote the weight of any path
from start 1 to i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (it is known that in unitary graphs all paths from 1 to i have the same weight). Note that
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ρ1 ≡ 1. For every ρi, which is rational, there exist two unique positive integers, denoted by γi and δi, such that ρi = γi/δi
and gcd(γi, δi) = 1. Set δ = lcm(δ1, . . . , δn); γ = lcm(γ1, . . . , γn);Wi = γ /ρi, i = 1, . . . , n.
The height ha of an arc a is: ha = We(a)(qa′ − 1) −Wb(a)(qa − 1). The height H(µ) (resp., the length L(µ)) of a path µ is
the sum of the heights (resp., lengths) of its arcs.
A schedule σ is a set of starting times tσ (⟨i, k⟩), for each occurrence k of any task i. A schedule is called periodic if there
exist two vectors of positive numbers, namely, periodsw = (w1, . . . , wn) and starting times t = (t1, . . . , tn) such that, for
all k = 1, 2, . . . , and i = 1, . . . , n, it holds: tσ (⟨i, k⟩) = ti + (k− 1)wi.
The following claims have been proved in [1].
Claim 1. If there exists a periodic schedule σ = (t, w) for a unitary graph G then there exists such a value λ > 0 that all periods
of the tasks will be its multiples:wi = λWi; for any arc a of G it holds: te(a) − tb(a) ≥ la − λha, and the minimum value λmin can
be found as the maximum ratio L(c)/H(c) over all circuits c of G.
Claim 2. There exists a periodic schedule on a unitary graph G with precedence relations (1) if and only if all circuits of G have
positive heights.
In this note, we extend the above claims to the case where some arcs in unitary graphs have negative heights and lengths.
Algorithm by Hanen and Munier-Kordon [1] consists of two parts. The first part yields all the values needed for further
computations: Values ρi, i = 1, . . . , n, are found in linear time using the breadth first search. Values γi, δi and γ are
computed by Euclid’s algorithm with time complexity O(n log pmax), where pmax = maxa∈A(pa, pa′). Then vector W =
(W1, . . . ,Wn) for all tasks and the heights ha for each arc a ∈ A are computed in linear time in accordancewith the definitions
given above.
In the secondpart, using a binary search, the valueλmin is computed inweakly polynomial time,O(nm(log n+n log pmax)+
log(qmaxlmax)), where qmax = maxa∈A(qa, qa′), and lmax = maxa∈A la. Obviously, the second part is more laborious than the
first one. However, as we will show, the computation of λmin can be done more efficiently—in strongly polynomial time,
even in the case when the arc lengths and heights are of any sign.
2. A generalization of the Hanen & Munier-Kordon model
We generalize the abovemodel tomake it able to treat not only the not-earlier precedence relations but also the not-later
type precedence relations. This formalism leads to negative arc lengths and heights in the underlying graph, and, evenmore,
to negative-length and negative-height circuits in graphs. Nevertheless, as we will show, in the latter case the scheduling
problem preserves its good properties and is solvable in strongly polynomial time.
Along with the inequalities (1), let us introduce the not-later relations as follows:
For all k = 1, 2, . . . ,
t(⟨e(a), pa′ · k+ qa′⟩) ≤ t(⟨b(a), pa · k+ qa⟩)+ la′. (2)
The main difference in comparison with the relations (1) is that, according to the inequalities (2), each (pa′ · k + qa′)-th
repetition of a task e(a) must start not laterthan la′ units of time after the start of the (pa · k + qa)-th repetition of a task
b(a). In the case of p = p′ = 1, the relations (2) degenerate into the usual not-later precedence relations well-known in
PERT/CPM-type project scheduling problems. Obviously, the inequalities (2) can be re-written in the same form as (1) but
in this case the length and height assigned to some arcs will become negative. Indeed, from (2) we have:
t(⟨b(a), pa · k+ qa⟩) ≥ t(⟨e(a), pa′ · k+ qa′⟩)− la′. (3)
In this case, each precedence relation described by (3) is represented by an arc a′ leading from node e(a) to node b(a).
Comparing (1) and (3), one can observe that the arc a′ is labeled by five integer numbers (la′ , pa′, pa′ ′, qa′ , qa′ ′), where
la′ = −la, pa′ = pa′, qa′ = qa′, pa′ ′ = pa, qa′ ′ = qa. Similarly to the arc height defined above for any arc a = (b(a), e(a)), the
height ha′ of any arc a′ = (e(a), b(a)) is defined as follows: ha′ = We(a′)(qa′ ′ − 1)−Wb(a′)(qa′ − 1), where e(a′) = b(a) and
b(a′) = e(a). It immediately follows that if the length and height of the arc a are positive then the length and height of the
arc a′ are both negative.
The following property of the generalized unitary graphs (with lengths and heights of any sign) can be proved along the
same lines as Claim 1 in [1]; however, to make the note self-contained, we present its proof in the Appendix. Notice that it
is equally true for any arc type, a and a′.
Claim 3. If there exists a periodic schedule σ = (t, w) for a generalized unitary graph G with precedence relations (1)–(2) then
there exists such a factor λ > 0 that wi = λWi, i = 1, . . . , n, and, for any arc a of G, it holds:
te(a) − tb(a) ≥ la − λha, (4)
where la and ha can be of any sign.
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The following generalization of Claim 2 is valid:
Claim 4. (1) The minimum value λmin in the generalized unitary graphs is equal to the maximum circuit ratio in the graph G
taken over circuits with positive total height: λmin = max{L(c)/H(c)|c is a circuit with H(c) > 0}.
(2) The maximum feasible λ-value λmax is equal to the minimum circuit ratio in the generalized unitary graph G taken over
circuits with negative total height:
λmax = min{L(c)/H(c)|c is a circuit with H(c) < 0}.
(3) The problem has a finite solution if and only if:
(a)max{L(c)/H(c)|c with H(c) > 0} ≤ min{L(c)/H(c)|c with H(c) < 0}.
(b) Graph G contains at least one circuit with a positive length L(c) and a positive height H(c).
The proof is along the same lines as the proof given by the authors of this note in [3], for a class ofmore simple graphs. For
the reader’s convenience, we present the proof in the Appendix. Similar claims were made in relation to different periodic
graphs by Kampmeyer [2], Munier-Kordon [9], and Lee and Lee [4]. These authors have used linear programming or binary
search techniques for solving the periodic scheduling problems—as a result they have obtained the weakly polynomial
algorithms. At the same time, a combinatorial approach developed in [3] permits one to solve the problem in strongly
polynomial time. In the next section, we give a brief description of this algorithm.
3. The strongly-polynomial algorithm
The new algorithm is a combination of the parametric and usual (numerical) versions of the Bellman–Ford algorithm,
based on the parametric method by Megiddo [6]. The Megiddo method solves the circuit ratio problem in which the
denominator of the objective function is positive and finds, in strongly polynomial time, theminimum (ormaximum) circuit
ratio. Therefore, it can be directly applied for finding the λmin value in the setting of the original Hannen & Munier-Kordon
problem—since in this case the heights of all circuits are positive numbers. Unfortunately, the Megiddo method cannot be
directly applied for solving the problem with the not-later type relations because in the generalized unitary graph G there
are circuits with positive as well as negative heights. The standard stopping rule used by Megiddo (‘‘if there is a zero circuit
and no positive circuit then terminate’’) is invalid in the latter case, and, thus, additional computations are required.
Let λ be a parameter and consider a parametric graph G(λ) obtained from the initial generalized unitary graph G by
supplying arcs a ∈ A with the distances defined as follows: da = la − λ · ha. A parameter value λ is called feasible if there
is no circuit of positive total distance in the parametric graph G(λ). Evidently, a λ value feasible in G(λ) is feasible in the
considered scheduling problem as well.
From Claim 4 it follows that in order to find the entire intervalΛ ≡ [λmin, λmax] of all feasible parameter values, we need
to solve, in fact, two different problems:
• Problem 1. To find a λ′ value for which (i) graph G(λ′) has a zero-distance circuit c0, with respect to da = la − λ′ · ha,
(ii) there is no positive-distance circuits, and (iii) the circuit height taken over all the arcs in c0 is positive; and
• Problem 2. To find a λ′′ value for which (i) graph G(λ′′) has a zero-distance circuit c1, (ii) there is no positive-distance
circuits, and (iii) the circuit height taken over all the arcs in c1 is negative.
A fast algorithm for parametric graph G(λ) obtained from the generalized unitary graph runs in the same way as that
proposed in [3] for the uniform graphs. It is based on two ideas. The first one is the same as in the earlier work by the
authors [5]: the problem of finding the minimum λ value is equivalent to finding a parametric critical path defined upon a
directed graph G(λ) = (F , A) with parameter-dependent arc distances da = la − λ · ha, a ∈ A. In order to solve the latter
problem, we exploit the Bellman–Ford critical-path algorithm for the parametric distances. Obviously, after at most n − 1
iterations, the algorithm finds a critical path length as a piecewise linear function of parameter λ. The second idea originates
from Megiddo [6]: when computing the parametric node labels of Bellman–Ford (in the same way as it is done in [5]), at
each step we decrease interval [e, f ] of parameter values, in a similar way as it is done in [6]. This procedure permits one to
simplify the parametric Bellman–Ford’s node labels: namely, while these labels are piecewise linear over the entire interval
[e, f ], they become linear over the decreased interval. Specifically, the interval decrease is achieved as follows. At the start,
the distances are linear functions of parameter λ defined over the entire real line: λ ∈ [e, f ] = [−∞,∞]. The algorithm
works as the parametric Bellman–Ford algorithm whose difference is in that it processes the arc distances that are linear
functions rather than numbers.
This scheme is implemented as follows. Choose an arbitrary node s in graph G = G(λ) as a source. Denote by βk(i, λ) the
node label; it is a linear function of λ that equals the lower bound of a longest path from node s to node i obtained at the
kth iteration of the Bellman–Ford label correction algorithm for all λ over interval [e, f ]. After the (n − 1)th iteration, each
label βn−1(i, λ)must finally become the parametrical length of the critical path from s to i (whose ‘‘length’’ is measured as
the sum of the arc distances) which cannot be increased in the following iterations.
Whenever the Bellman–Ford does a comparison between two linear functions, say g1(λ) and g2(λ), the result is a
piecewise linear function g3(λ) = max{g1(λ), g2(λ)} defined over [e, f ]. Let λ’ be a breaking-point of g3(λ). The breaking
point is tested to check, which of the cases takes place: either (i) λ’ is equal to an end-point of interval Λ ≡ [λmin, λmax],
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(i.e. a zero-distance circuit is detected, and there is no positive-distance circuits), or (ii) λ’ lies inside the interval, or (iii) it
lies outside the interval. This test is done by running the numerical Bellman–Ford algorithm on the (numerical) graph G(λ′)
with distances da = la− λ′ha, λ′ being now a fixed number. Depending on the result, either (i) the algorithm terminates, or
(ii) the interval [e, f ] decreases to [e, λ′] or [λ′, f ], or (iii) interval [e, f ] remains the same. Then the parametric Bellman–Ford
algorithm continues.
A key difference here in comparison with the Megiddo method is that we have to distinguish and act differently in the
case when the circuit heights are positive and in the case when they are negative.
As shown in [3], the following situations are possible after each test of a breaking point is done by the (numerical)
Bellman–Ford algorithm.
(S1) In graph G(λ′), there is a zero-distance circuit c0, i.e. D(c0) ≡ Σa∈c0da = 0; there are no distance-positive circuits
(i.e., it holds that D(c) ≤ 0 for all c); and the circuit height taken over all the arcs in c0, H(c0), is positive. Then the minimum
λ is found: λmin = L(c0)/H(c0).
(S2) In graph G(λ′), there is a zero-distance circuit c1 i.e. D(c1) = 0; there are no distance-positive circuits (i.e., D(c) ≤ 0
for all c), and the height of c1, H(c1), is negative. Then the maximum feasible λ-value is found: λmax = L(c1)/H(c1).
(S3) There is a positive (with respect to the distance D) circuit c∧, i.e. D(c∧) > 0, and H(c∧) is positive,which means that
the current parameter value λ′ is prohibitively small. Then the interval [e, f ] decreases to [enew, f ] = [λ′, f ].
(S4) There is a positive (with respect to D) circuit c∧, i.e. D(c∧) > 0, and H(c∧) is negative,which means that the current
parameter value λ′ is prohibitively large. Then the interval [e, f ] decreases to [e, fnew] = [e, λ′].
(S5) There is a positive (with respect to D) circuit c∧, i.e. D(c∧) > 0, and H(c∧) = 0. Then the scheduling problem has no
solution.
(S6) All circuits c in G(λ′) are negative (with respect to D), i.e. D(c) < 0, which means that the current parameter value
λ′ is feasible but it is neither minimum, nor maximum-feasible. Then two sub-cases are to be considered next:
(S6.1) When we wish to find the minimum value λmin then the current parameter value λ′ is to be decreased. Thus, the
interval [e, f ] decreases to [e, fnew] = [e, λ′].
(S6.2) When we wish to find themaximum possible feasible value λmax then the current value λ′ is to be increased. Thus
the interval [e, f ] decreases to [enew, f ] = [λ′, f ].
The algorithm runs in two stages: at the first stage, it handles the positive-height circuits and finds the minimum value
λmin; then at the second stage it handles the negative-height circuits and finds λmax. At each stage, the algorithm uses
the parametric Bellman–Ford (having at most n iterations) as its ‘‘exterior frame’’, whereas the numerical Bellman–Ford
algorithm is used as an embedded ‘‘interior part’’ for testing the breaking points. The parametric algorithm terminates when
the λmin and λmax values are found, or interval [e, f ] becomes empty earlier than at the nth iteration, or when the algorithm
executes all its n iterations. When the parametric Bellman–Ford algorithm terminates, either the final [e, f ] is non-empty,
in which case [e, f ] = [λmin, λmax], or, otherwise, the final [e, f ] is empty, which implies that the problem is incompatible.
One can observe that, at each stage, the algorithm performs basically the same kind of activities and the amount of
computational work as Megiddo’s algorithm. Therefore, its complexity is twice as large as the complexity of Megiddo’s
algorithm, which is O(n2m log n). A more detailed algorithm description can be found in [3]. Other versions of the strongly
polynomial algorithm can be obtained by using the accelerating techniques suggested in [6,7].
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Appendix
Proof of Claim 3. First, we can observe that, due to the definition of path weights ρi, for any arc a = (b(a), e(a)), we have:
ρe(a) = ρb(a) ·pa′/pa, or pa′/pa = ρe(a)/ρb(a), while, for any arc a′ = (e(a), b(a)), ρb(a) = ρe(a) ·pa/pa′, or pa/pa′ = ρb(a)/ρe(a).
Precedence relations (1)–(2) for a periodic schedule can be rewritten as follows:
te(a) − tb(a) ≥ la + (wb(a)pa − we(a)p′a)k+ wb(a)(qa − 1)− we(a)(q′a − 1)
or
te(a) − tb(a) ≥ la + (pa/ρb(a)) · (wb(a)ρb(a) − we(a)ρe(a))k+ wb(a)(qa − 1)− we(a)(q′a − 1). (A.1)
(Here symbol ‘‘a’’ denotes either an arc with a positive length and height or an arc with negative parameters.)
Since this inequality must be valid for all k ≥ 0, we have (wb(a)ρb(a) − we(a)ρe(a)) ≤ 0, or wb(a)/we(a) ≤ ρe(a)/ρb(a).
Let µ = {e(a), i1, i2, . . . , ir, b(a)} be a path from node e(a) to node b(a). Then (we(a)/wi1) · (wi1/wi2) · · · (wir/wb(a)) ≤
(ρi1/ρe(a)) · (ρi2/ρi1) · · · (ρb(a)/ρir), or we(a)/wb(a) ≤ ρb(a)/ρe(a). We obtained that ρe(a)/ρb(a) ≤ wb(a)/we(a) ≤ ρe(a)/ρb(a).
Therefore, for any periodic schedule on a generalized unitary graph wi/wj = ρj/ρi, i, j ∈ F , or wiρi − wjρj = 0. As ρ1 = 1,
we havewi = w1/ρi.
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Recall that all ρi are rational numbers ρi = γi/δi, γ = lcm(γ1, . . . , γn) and Wi = γ /ρi. Put w1 = λ · γ . Then wi =
λ · γ /ρi = λ · Wi, i = 1, . . . , n. Return to inequality (A.1). Taking into account that wb(a)ρb(a) − we(a)ρe(a) = 0 and
ha = We(a)(qa′ − 1)−Wb(a)(qa − 1), we obtain the required inequality (4), which completes the proof. 
Proof of Claim 4. The set of inequalities (4) for all arcs a of graph G is the necessary and sufficient condition for a periodic
schedule to be feasible. Take an arbitrary circuit c in G and sum up inequalities (4) along this circuit. Then, the left side of (4)
becomes zero and we obtain
0 ≥ L(c)− λH(c), (A.2)
where L(c) = Σa∈c la and H(c) = Σa∈cha. Rewrite (A.2) as follows:
λ ≥ L(c)/H(c), if H(c) > 0 and λ ≤ L(c)/H(c), if H(c) < 0. (A.3)
Inequalities (A.3) must be valid for all the circuits in G, i.e.
λ ≥ λmin = max{L(c)/H(c)|c is a circuit with H(c) > 0}
and
λ ≤ λmax = min{L(c)/H(c)|c is a circuit with H(c) < 0}.
Therefore, a periodic schedule exists if (i) there exists such a λ that (1) λmax ≥ λ ≥ λmin and λmin > 0, and (ii) graph G
contains at least one circuit with a positive length L(c) and a positive height H(c). The claim is proved. 
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